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A pile of herbage and especially grass mowed
and cured for fodder; where Henri and
Catherine first kissed
The UK title of this film was You Can't _____
Here.
Catherine Gates' rank
I Was a Male Warbride is based on a true story
set in this country at the end of WWII
On a previous occasion Catherine pushes Henri
into a vat of "a lovely robin's egg" ____ dye
Director Howard _____ ; or birds of prey
Henri gives Catherine one of these when her
back is hurting; manipulation of tissues (as by
rubbing, kneading, or tapping) with the hand
or an instrument for therapeutic purposes
"There's a certain advantage in being an _____,"
Henri says when he tells Catherine that the dye
she pushed him into hasn't come off.
Cary Grant's character's nationality
Cary Grant contracted this illness during the
filming of I Was a Male Warbride
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A woman who marries a serviceman (especially
of a foreign nation) met during a time of war
"Stop bawling. I don't want them to think we
smuggled a ___ in here," Henri says to
Catherine as she hollers when he's rubbing her
sore back.
Studio that produced I Was a Male Warbride
(three words)
A plumbing fixture usually made out of acrylic,
fiberglass, or porcelain-coated steel used for
soaking and washing all or part of the body,
Henri had to sleep in one of these
Catherine Gates is an officer in this branch of
the military
Henri Rochard's rank in the French Army
A member of a United States Army unit created
for women during World War II and
discontinued in the 1970s
Dressing as a female to get on a ship sailing to
America, Rochard gets hair for his wig from
the tail of a _____ .
I Was a Male Warbride earned the WGA Award
for Best Written American ______ .
This is how many weddings Henri and
Catherine have

